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CONNECTING WITH TRADITION –

DISCOVERING OUR COMMON ROOTS



In 2017, we made huge strides as an organization. We led a very successful koliada

campaign, while launching our new membership, bringing the spirit of Ukrainian

folk traditions to more and more people.

We hosted many craft workshops, storytelling events, Melanka-Ukrainian New

Year's and Spring Polka- Social Dance. We did lots of activity, new partnerships,

and outreach to new communities.(Zlatne Uste- Brooklyn Balkan festival, Toronto

Storytelling Festival, Distillery Christmas Market, Warkworth street festival & Port

Hope's Greenwood Art Hive, to name a few)

We developed consistent branding, with a new font & revised logo, and a

streamlined e-newsletter.

Summer camp had more participants than ever before, and more interest than

ever before. There was lots of interest and momentum generated throughout the

year, and especially after camp. New members joined the board and met for our

first board retreat. In addition, our funding was quite good, and we demonstrated

responsible fiscal management, setting aside some money after camp, for capital

costs. Our challenges this year were: recruiting new board members & doing

strategic planning to be able to keep up with all our growth and momentum;

finding some more consistent sources of funding, and setting up a longterm paid

administrative position. Moving forward, we need to set definitive goals and

develop a concise plan to reach them.

Bozena Hrycyna (Chair)



WINTER SEASON

KOLIADA | КОЛЯДА | KO•LIA•DA

Koliada was very busy in 2016-2017, with Kosa Koliadnyky going out many times to

carol throughout December and January, often as two groups. They carolled at the

Toronto Christmas Market, “Shchedriy Vechir” at the Church of the Holy Protection

(Pokrovy) and St. Nicholas Church, “Kosa Melanka”, businesses and credit unions in

Bloor West Village, and door-to-door in Toronto, Mississauga, Oakville, New York City,

and the Ottawa Valley. Bozena oversaw the Koliada endeavour, booking and managing

performances, communicating with koliadnyky, and preparing the donation letters.

Ewelina led rehearsals, and Oksana and Matthew assisted in handling the incoming

donations. In total, about 25 people were involved in the carolling at one time or

another, and hundreds of people heard our koliadky and vinchuvannya. We raised a

significant amount of money for summer camp, as well as awareness about our

organization



MELANKA | МЕЛАНКА | ME•LAN•KA
Annual New Year’s Dinner & Zabava & Folk Camp Fundraiser

Building on the Kosa Kolektiv tradition of hosting an annual “Folk Melanka”, a

Ukrainian New Year’s dinner and dance with authentic Melanka rituals and

Shchedriy vechir customs, FCC hosted a big Melanka event on January 21. The

night consisted of a dinner with traditional holiday foods, caroling by the Kosa

Koliadnyky, and village folk dances led by Korinya from New York, followed by

Polky Village Band and Csango Unchained from Toronto. Guests were greeted at

the door and invited to peruse the raffle table, visit the bar, and take a peek in the

photo booth. All the proceeds from the event (tickets, raffle and bar) went to

summer Folk Camp. This event was overseen by Bozena, with Olenka Batruch

overseeing bar, Oksana and Steph doing set up and decorations, as well as

Marichka helping with door and ticket sales. Cooking was done by Adam Maxwell

and his friend “Bo”, and service was supported by Erin and Bozena. Matthew

supported sound and stage set up, as well as accounting. The event hosted about

150 people, and a team of about 20 volunteers.



STORYTELLING EVENTS

Starting in the cold winter months, FCC co-hosted a few storytelling events,

initiated by Bozena. The first event was centered on the element of fire, and was

led by Jeremy Campbell, around the fireplace in Bozena’s home in Toronto. It

included fire information and cooking, as well as folklore related to tales steeped

in Celtic tradition.

The second event again took place at Bozena’s home, but this time was led by

James Nowak and Dana Sipos, who presented a brilliant duet of story and song

called “Charms to Mend a Horse’s Leg”. This event was officially part of the

Toronto Storytelling Festival, as part of its offsite program. Kosa singers opened

the evening with spring calling songs (vesnianky) and helped with hosting the

huge number of people in attendance.

In June, Folk Camp hosted “The Fern Flower” story of summer solstice through

a traditional Polish tale retold by James Nowak accompanied by Kupalo songs

sung by Kosa singers. The event was presented under the Toronto Storytelling

tent in Wychwood Barns Artscape market, sponsored by the Ukrainian Canadian

Congress- Canada 150 project “Youth Engaging Youth”. Kosa singers were:

Kassandra Prus, Natalia Telenso, Ewelina Ferenc, and Bozena Hrycyna. Matthew

and Oksana prepared refreshments from the farmers market, and helped serve

them for the crowd after the storytelling.



DANCES

SPRING POLKA

Five countries, five different workshops, more than one hundred participants

and three common goals: sharing traditions, meeting other cultures, and having

fun! Spring Polka! Eastern European Dance Night took place Saturday March

25th in the St. Vladimir Institute theatre, with Polky Village Band representing

Poland; Csango Unchained - Hungary; Vychodna Slovak Dancers - Slovakia;

Stephania Woloshyn from the Lemon Bucket Orkestra representing Ukraine, and

the last, Danču Vakars -Toronto’s Latvian community. All gathered to meet, and

to dance!

Each group taught a few traditional dances from their country. There were

partner dances, including the polka, krakoviak, and waltz, as well as circle and

line dances. Pierogies kept people’s energy up and Eastern European drinks

were there to quench the dancers’ thirst.

This event, co-organized by Folk Camp Canada, Kosa Kolektiv and St. Vladimir

Institute was a big success; a big credit goes out to Ewelina Ferenc, our main

organizer, who brought together all the different groups. Plans were hatched to

host similar events throughout the year, at least once a season.



BLOOR WEST VILLAGE
TORONTO UKRAINIAN

FESTIVAL

SPRING POLKA!

SOYUZIVKA UKRAINIAN FESTIVAL, KERKHONSTON, N.Y.

GLOBAL VILLAGE FESTIVAL

CAMP WORK BEES



SUMMER POLKA

In early summer, another social dance “Summer Polka in the Park!” took place

on June 9, with much smaller scope and attendance, but a nice opportunity to

enjoy folk dancing in the open air of High Park. Organized by Ewelina Ferenc in

cooperation with the Balfolk Toronto community.

CAMP WORK BEES

Bozena organized two big workbees leading up to camp. The first was a Camp

Garden Day in early June to clean up the garden at the Plast campground

“Sich”, in Grafton, and sow some vegetables. A great team assembled for the

day and enjoyed some work in the sun as well as an evening of song and folk

dancing with Polky Village Band in Warkworth at their summer street festival.

The second work bee took place a week before camp and involved processing

a bushel of cucumbers to make traditional fermented dill pickles. Volunteers

made over 2 big pails of pickles that were enjoyed by everyone at camp and

given to workshop leaders and camp volunteers as gifts.



FESTIVALS

SOYUZIVKA UKRAINIAN FESTIVAL, KERKHONSTON, N.Y.

In July, Olenka Kleban and Bozena travelled to New York to participate in the

vibrant Artisan Village organized by Halyna Shepko at the Ukrainian Festival at

Soyuzivka, Ukrainian Heritage Center in upstate New York. Olenka displayed her

beautiful papercuts (vytynanky), while Bozena led tassle making and pompom

making, and spoke with visitors about Folk Camp.

GLOBAL VILLAGE FESTIVAL, TORONTO

In early August, Bozena & Oksana Hawrylak participated in the Global Village

festival in High Park, a festival celebrating the many diverse heritage traditions

of Toronto’s communities. Bozena and Oksana lead workshops in tassle-

making, printmaking, and weaving with school groups and families, and spoke

with the public about Ukrainian crafting traditions.

The event was organized by Good Kind Productions, whose mandate is to

create opportunities for cross-cultural and cross-disciplinary collaboration by

advancing the public’s understanding and appreciation of the arts. They access

artistic talent from around the world and work together with local, regional

and international partners to showcase, promote and present that talent to

audiences of all kinds. We are glad to be involved with this not-for-profit

organization, whose values align with ours. Thanks to Jonathan Campbell, one

of the founders of GKP, we have had many opportunities to connect with new

audiences and showcase Ukrainian culture in Toronto; many FCC partners have

participated in performances organized by Jonathan, including the Kosa

Kolektiv singers.



Toronto Ukrainian Festival

Folk Camp Canada and all that we do was well represented over the festival

weekend at the “Artisan Folk Village” that FCC created next to the Ukrainian

Canadian Social Services building. In cooperation with the UCSS and the Bloor

West Mural project, headed by Oksana Hawrylak, FCC decided to set up an

information booth next to the anticipated mural and a “Folk School” corner

dedicated to craft workshops. Oksana, Arnaud, Stephanie Turenko, Bozena, and

volunteers set up 2 big tents and created a beautiful space for people to visit to

learn more about FCC and see the crafts taught through Folk School. Bozena

coordinated a series of workshops over these two days taught by local artists,

including: weaving, lyalky motanky (reeled dolls), Petrykivka painting, pysanky

(decorated eggs), and tassle making. Although the tents were outside the official

limits of the festival, we had a steady stream of visitors, including CP24, the local

news network. We successfully distributed dozens of FCC information

pamphlets created by Oksana & Arnaud, and spoke with dozens of people who

came to see the traditional crafts people were engaging in, and to learn more

about Ukrainian cultural traditions.



SUMMER CAMP!

FCC’s 3rd summer Folk Camp took place from August 21-27, 2017 at the Plast

campground “Sich” in Grafton, Ontario, and everyone agreed: it was our most

successful camp yet.

We had a total of 80 participants, from 1 years old to 75 years old. People from

Toronto, New Jersey, New York City, Seattle, Saskatchewan, even Australia! People

with Ukrainian, Belarusian, Mohawk, Ashkenazi, Polish, Finnish, Roma, French

Canadian, Peruvian roots... there was great diversity!

We had wonderful and skilled teachers- world renowned vocalists, musicians, and

dancers, and local herbalists and craftspeople of traditional arts. Each day our kitchen

nourished our community with three square, delicious, local, & organic meals.

The evenings were a time of celebration and reflection; the programming included

cultural ceremonies, songs, dance, land art, bonfires, variety shows, and film

screenings.



LIALKY MOTANKY

AMERICAN FOLK SINGING
WITH ELIZABETH LAPRELLE (VA)
& BRIAN DOLPHIN (NY)

FOLK HERBALISM
BLAIR RICHARDS-KOESLAG

UKRAINAN
FEAST

NATIVE DRUMMING + CRAFT
CANDY BLAIR | OTSΊKHÉTA

MATRYOKSHKA DOLLS
WITH KATHRYN DURST



OUR DAILY WORKSHOPS INCLUDED:

CRAFT

Forging with Rok the Blacksmith, Matryoshky Dolls with Kathryn Durst, Plant

Medicines & Fibre Spinning with Blair Richards-Koeslag, Friction Fire with Bob

Pickering, Native Beading with Candy Otsiteka Blair, and Lyalky Motanky with Tatiana

Salo.

SONG

Romani Singing with Eva Salina Primack, Balkan Songs with Judith Cohen, Kalevala

(Finnish Ballad) with Matti Palonen, American Folk Singing with Brian Dolphin &

Elizabeth LaPrelle, and Native Hand Drumming with Candy Otsiteka Blair.

Dance- Western European Dances with Oriane Edwards, Eastern European Dances

with Ala Stasiuk & Polky Village Band, Balkan Tunes on Accordion with Tangi Ropars.

Kids crafting was led by mother-daughter team- Diana Scott & Cassie Norton.



Campers created beautiful art, herbal medicines, and tools, and shared songs and

dances in the workshops, as well as outside of workshop time, exuberantly sharing

their knowledge and love of folk traditions at every turn. Spontaneous sing-alongs,

dances and jam sessions filled the evenings, and musical inspiration fuelled Brian

Dolphin to lead “band in a box”, in which anyone was invited to bring their own

song to the campmusicians and work on it collaboratively to present at the end-of-

camp showcase.

Although we did not have an artist residency program this year, campers Lucas

Cantoni and Arnaud Brassard explored the forests and fields around the

campground to create land art, collaboratively creating a beautiful mandala out of

pinecones in the the spruce grove, sharing songs and stories with the community

as they unveiled the stunning tree art.

We ran the camp on a very tight budget, and even had a little money left over.

Though we did not pay our administrators very much, and only gave a travel

stipend to the artists from far away, we did better with fundraising than previous

years, and have incrementally grown in size. Our goals in the future are to be able

to provide all instructors with an honorarium and travel stipend.



FOLK SCHOOL

Folk School is the branch of FCC that fulfills the yearlong need for folk craft

programming in the city. In 2017 many one day workshops as well as ongoing classes

were organized by Bozena, and taught by various local artists with Ukrainian heritage.

Most workshops took place at St. Vladimir Institute (with the very generous support

and help of Lidia Smilka), and weekly classes took place at the St. Nicholas Church

studio space.

In the late winter of 2017, we were delighted to host Dave Melnychuk, multi-talented

Toronto based folk artist for a Vytynanky (paper cut outs) Workshop. The participants

were able to peruse Dave’s impressive collection of vytynanky, learn about colour

choice and proper approach to materials, and try their hand at this craft.

In the spring, with our focus being pysanky, Folk School offered participants a chance

to learn unique and less-common egg decorating techniques, including “dryapanky”

and “straw-applique”. Myroslava Boikiv taught the simple but elegant art of

“Dryapanky” or scratched/etched eggs. Parania Sozanska, master of the very delicate

and advanced art of decorating eggs with straw, shared her craft in a workshop

“Straw Applique Pysanky”. Pani Sozanska has since passed away, and we are

especially grateful to her daughter and Myroslava Boikiv facilitating the opportunity

to learn from her, and to be able to honour her gift to the folk art world by sharing it

with our community.



WEAVING

Introduction to weaving is an ongoing course offered at St. Nicholas Church

facilitated by Bozena and Myroslava Boikiv. A small but growing group of women

have been attending, who are learning the enchanting ancient craft of weaving,

and delighting in the intricacies of traditional Ukrainian pick-up patterns.

EMBROIDERY

The weekly embroidery workshops and “sorochka”-making course have continued

throughout 2017, in St. Vladimir Institute. A smaller but very dedicated and

enthusiastic group has solidified from the initial large group of participants. They

meet weekly to work on their sorochky (shirts/blouses), and many have taken up

weaving as a complementary skill. Several women participated in the Toronto

Ukrainian festival as spokespersons for Folk School and willing demonstrators of

the crafts.



WEAVING

WEAVING

PAPERCUTTING

"DRYAPANKY" ДРЯПАНКИ
UKRAINIAN EGG DECORATING TECHNIQUE

EMBROIDERY



FINANCIAL REPORT
(UNAUDITED) SEPTEMBER 2016 TO SEPTEMBER 2017

REVENUE $45,027.81
GRANT REVENUE $4,000.00
DONATION REVENUE $2,622.68
EARNED REVENUE $38,305.13

GRANT REVENUE $4,000.00
SHEVCHENKO FOUNDATION $2,000.00
UKRAINIAN CREDIT UNION $2,000.00
DONATION REVENUE $2,622.68
KOSA KOLEKTIV $2,130.00
VOLUNTEER DONATIONS $95.88
WEB DONATIONS $96.80
FOUNDATION DONATIONS $300.00
EARNED REVENUE $38,305.13
FOLK CAMP TUITION $17,805.17
MALANKA TICKET SALES $11,005.00
KOLIADA RECEIPTS $6,381.36
OTHER $3,113.60

EXPENSES $34,647.26
BANK CHARGES $90.00
OFFICE SUPPLIES $70.50
CONTRACT WAGES $16,564.37
GROCERIES $5,290.97
LIQUOR $1774.46
VENUE RENTAL $5,063.00
WORKSHOP MATERIALS $326.12
PERMITS $75.00
EQUIPMENT RENTALS $552.22
EQUIPMENT PURCHASES $265.45
ONLINE PRESENCE $264.10
TRANSPORT TRAVEL $987.40
INSURANCE $1011.96
MERCHANDISE $839.36
MARKETING AND PROMOTION $1,256.99
HST $215.36



NEW PARTNERSHIPS!

FCC has officially partnered with Balfolk Toronto and St. Vladimir

Institute, after many years of intimately working together on

programming and events. Now it’s official!

2017 BOARD OF DIRECTORS

CHAIR: Oksana Hawrylak

PRESIDENT: Bozena Hrycyna

TREASURER: Matthew Cherkas

Arnaud Brassard

Lyudmyla Pogoryelova

JOINED IN NOVEMBER:

Marichka Galadza

Stephanie Turenko

Natalka Buchok

CONNECT:

WEBSITE : FOLKCAMP .CA

FACEBOOK : @FOLKCAMP

INSTAGRAM : @FOLK .CAMP

EMAIL : FOLK .CANADA@GMAIL .COM

PHOTOGRAPHY:

STEPHANIE TURENKO - INSTAGRAM @STEPHTURKIE

CARLOS M . GÁRATE - WWW .GARATEPHOTOGRAPHY .COM


